Call to Order: 3:49 PM

Pledge of Allegiance

Roll Call

Approvals: 4th November 2010 Agenda

Open Forum: None

Governor’s Report:
Daniela Russo: Thank you to everyone who helped with Homecoming and also on Thursday the 18th there will be a Thanksgiving feast from 5:00 to 6:00pm.
Speaker: Anything further, any questions for the Governor
Pierre: Next time you address the House, can you please be kind enough to stand up a little bit?
Russo: To do what?
Pierre: Stand up a little bit when you address the House.
Russo: You want me to stand up?.
Pierre: Yes
Speaker: Anything else?
Schlissel: Motion to admit all members. 2nd: Pendleton
Speaker: Anymore questions for the Governor. Seeing none on to the next order of business.

Associate Justice’s Report:
Paul Davidson; No Report

Senator’s Report:
Felipe Vargas: There were two Senate meeting held to discuss the initiation of speakers for Owl Radio to be played on our campus. Also there was a recommendation for a Parliamentary workshop for writing bills. There will be a Senate meeting in 3 weeks.
Schlissel: How do we find more information?
Vargas: Jared will be emailed.
Speaker: Had been speaking with Owl TV and Radio about coming to our campus
Schlissel: Is Owl Radio here?
Vargas: No, it’s only in Boca. But it is trying to become live audio looped and give Davie students a chance to help with the programming.
Speaker: Motion to recognize a member of the audience. 2nd: Labstille
Helen Pherdaherd: owl Radio is in the process of purchasing a FM radio station to bring the radio station down south.
Speaker: State your name and position for the record please.
Helen Pherdaherd: My name is Helen Pherdaherd with Owl Productions Event coordinator.
Vargas: Everyone and OPS got a raise and was allocated extra budget for next year.
Speaker: Thank you for coming.

Elizabeth Edwards; Senator Edwards had no report.

Student Government Advisor’s Report:
David Bynes (or appointed delegate); Aloha Balza: Statutes and how they are going to be changed. It would be nice if everyone they had everyone’s input.
Speaker: That will be brought up in the legislative report. We will be reviewing a part of the committee as well as the executive branch. There is a requirement that house reps must do work outside of house meetings. Committees are the best way. A statue is being written that it be made mandatory for every representative to be part of at least one committee. It is discussed further in the legislative report that each rep must give 1-2 hours of time outside of every house meeting. A committee chair will give a report for the house. Any questions?
Balza: Just be aware that there are changes coming up, like statutes that will be effective next year. Budgets will be submitted for university wide projects.
Speaker: And every meeting we will bring up issues that affect the House directly. Anything further? Our next order of business is new business.

New Business:
Confirmation of New House Representatives, Samantha Normil, Alex Newton
Speaker: Please tell us why you want to join the House.
Alex Newton: I would like join to improve student life here at campus. I wanted to join student Government to be more involved and active in my education. I just want to have a say in some things and so my voice will be heard.
Samantha Normil: I did this last time.
Speaker: I’m sorry. Are there any objections to the confirmation of these new representatives? Seeing none, raise your right hand please. I Alex Newton, Samantha Normil, Here by affirm to uphold the office of house representative and to abide by the constitution of the student government of Florida Atlantic University. The statutes incorporated there to, to strive for the betterment of the student body through which I was elected. Congratulations you are now official House representatives. Next order is unfinished business.

Unfinished Business:
No unfinished business.

Legislative Report:
Speaker of the House Jared Hermanowski: First I would like to say congratulations we do now have a full House.”
Any Questions?
Schlissel: for the campus action committee is there a specific goal you had in mind, anything you wanted to accomplish?
Speaker: The goal is interaction with downtown. Get a feel for the area and find out what the problems are. There will transportation provided. Are there any other questions?
Rep 15:54: Have other committee chairs been chosen?
Speaker: We have one official committee chair, my next order of business is appointment of CACC chair, but we do not have a rule committee chair. If anyone is interested and also anyone who already holds a position may apply for chair? Any more questions?
Rep 15:18: What are the duties for the Rules chair?
Speaker: I just learned about it, But it is a very active position in Boca. Your job would be to see if what someone proposes can be actually done. Committees do proofreading to make sure everything is good.
Rep 14:48: For the basis of this proofreading, are we using FAU’s constitution?
Speaker: I am looking into that.
Rep 14:34: For Campus action, do you know the goals? I understand more involvement in Downtown and Dania, but are we trying to do events in these areas or just to…
Speaker: Find out student concerns and what problems we have on those campuses. Event and planning are Owl Predictions
Rep: Can we combine with them? A committee would be perfect for that.
Speaker: That’s the idea that committee will be the one that’s the biggest?
Rep 13:22: Do you know if there’re certain people from the other campuses that we could meet with?
Speaker: Yes, we have liaisons and Downtown Chief of staff and at the SeaTech campus there is a class president and also we will walk around to see problems first hand.
Rep 12:36: I attend Downtown a lot to study and I see there is not enough student involvement there. That’s my personal experience.
Speaker: All that falls under Campus Action. Boca has that committee. It’s the link between the students and the House.
Rep 11:19: When is the appointment going to happen?
Speaker: Terry is already running Budget Committee. And a Campus Action Committee Chair will be appointed now. For Rule there has yet to be a decision. So let’s think it over for the next House meeting and all suggestions will be taken. I will get more information. Next order of business is House appointments.

Speaker of the House Appointments:
Campus Action Committee Chair: Pierre
Speaker: I would like to appoint Mr. Pierre as Campus Action Committee Chair, since he was so adamant about going Downtown both this year and last. Well, Mr. Pierre, would you like to give a presentation?
Pierre: I realized when we were Downtown last year, we didn’t have any involvement at all when we went there. I was shocked. I want to get students involved over there. My passion is to go there and meet new people and knowing there concerns.
Speaker: Any Questions for Mr. Pierre? Motion to recognize a member of the audience. 2nd Unknown person9:19: How often will you visit the Dania and Downtown campuses?
Pierre: I plan to go at least two times a week. I will go before class.
Speaker: I would like to make a quick point of interest on that. It has to be official two meeting per month, but if you’re over there on your own, feel free. Are there any objections to the appointment of Mr. Pierre? Seeing none, Louis Pierre is now our Campus Action Committee Chair. Neat order of business is open forum.

Open Forum
Speaker: Please state your name for the record.
Iris Trevisano: Iris Trevisano, I am the Director for Owl Productions. Owl Productions is the program board of the Broward Campuses. Owl Productions wants to be moved back to program board. Come out and be involved and let us know what else we can do and we want your input.
Speaker: A point of interest, the House is responsible for passing bills that deal with funding, so if we wanted to help fund more stuff, in the end we have the discretion to do that.
Balza: If you come to the event you can find out the student that are more involved and ask hem what they want. Let us know in advance and we could set up an extra table where you can asked them questions and issues brought up. Also promote the meetings.
Rep: For the events that are schedules for the rest of the semester, where cn we find them?
Iris Trevisano: I will forward Jared a list and there is a link under Broward Student Government to Google calendar and has the events for the whole year.
Speaker: Motion to recognize a member of the audience, 2nd

Speaker: Anything further for the O.P. Director? Seeing none, next order of business reminders. **Reminders:** Next House Meeting, 18th November 2010, 3:45 PM House Chambers.

Final Roll Call

Adjournment
Speaker: Motion to adjourn, motioned by Representative Agoris 2nd Schlissel